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Abstract: DAG (Directory Address Generator) is a project which exports the addresses of the individuals and users on to the 
label. Individuals and users who are grouped together under some criteria along  with their informations are stored in the 
address book, accordingly any message that has to be sent to the individuals can be sent by exporting their addresses on to the 
labels only by the admin or the user. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Directory Address Generator is used to  export the address of the individuals in a group to a label. One can choose an address to 
have your order shipped to navigating through the address labels. The address label stores address using which you can identify it 
easily. 
The two main subjects here are admin and users. The admin has overall control on the system, his functionalities include almost all 
the major works like creating the groups, creating users, adding individuals to the groups, deactivating groups, users and individuals. 
When an admin creates the group it is based on the group id, group name, group description and group status making sure that 
unique id is assigned to unique groups. When an individual is added to the group unique ids are specified to them and their personal 
information are stored for the further use. There are possibilities that an individual may be present in many groups. Deactivation of a 
group/user/individual is only handled by admin where he assigns 1 for an active state and 0 for inactive state. The next subject is 
user whose functionalities include creating group, add individuals but he can neither add other users nor deactivate 
group/individuals.     
Both the admin and the user have the rights to generate the address and export the labels. When they do so they access the 
information from different database related to different groups and have to make sure that when an individual is present in more 
than one group the system has to provide the alert message stating that the particular individual is present in more than one group, so 
does the operator want to export the duplicate or unique address on to the sticker label. 
 

II. REVIEW of  EXISTING SYSTEM 
The existing system is maintained manually and lacks in data and time is wasted in getting the address. All the address are entered 
on the label manually. 
 
A. Limitations 
1) Wastage of Time. 
2) Cannot provide updates. 
3) Inaccuracy of raw data. 

 
III. METHODOLOGY 

Directory Address Generator was implemented using PHP MVC framework i.e code igniter and MySQL which is used for storage 
purpose. The two main subjects of this web application are Admin and User. Admin have right to create group, create user or admin 
and add individual to the group, Deactivating group, user/admin and individual, and generate address and export it onto the sticker 
label. User have righted to create group, add individual to the group, generate address and exporting it onto the sticker label. The 
modules of web application include: 
 
A. Create Group Module 
Both admin and user can create group by providing details like a group name, group description and status i.e set to one. Only 
admin have right to set group status to zero. 
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Fig. 1 Create Group 

 
B. Create new User/Admin Module 
Only Admin can create new user by providing credentials like username, password and user level which should either one means 
new user is a admin or two that means new user is user. 

 
Fig. 2 Add User 

C. Adding Individual 
Both Admin and user can create individual and based on requirement they are added to the group. Admin have right to deactivate 
individual. 

 
Fig. 3 Add Individual 

D. Generate Address And Export Label Module 
Group address can be generated by using group name and individual address can be generated by providing an individual I'd. While 
generating address of two or more groups, if an individual is present in more than one group application will asks Do you want A 
Duplicate address or not ? Confirmation message. Address are generated from the position specified by admin or the user. 

 
Fig.4 Address Generator 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The features for collecting the addresses of various individuals and placings them into various groups with the help of admin or the 
user to generate the address labels using those individuals have been successfully developed. “Directory Address Generator (DAG)”  
helps the two accessible subjects admin and the user who have all the functionalities same, but only differing in few functionalities 
where admin adds user to the application and also can deactivate any user or group or any individual. Both the admin and the user 
login to the application, they then add individuals information,place those individuals in any group if necessary to generalize and for 
further use. Later on these individuals are accessed by using their ID’s and then their address proceeds to generate labels. 
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